Consumables & Production Tool Supply Line Card
Manufacturers' Represented

Covering the TEX-MEX Border and the Country of Mexico by supporting our Distribution Partners with our Material Handling and Production Tools and Supply Product Lines
Manufacturer's and Products represented on this page are typically sold and supported through a network of local, regional, and national distributors.

www.CHEMTRONICS.com

For over 25 years Daylight Company has been making magnifying lamps for professionals. Our reputation for innovation has resulted in a wide ‘state of the art’ range. Our lamps are
characterized by superior quality and lenses as well as high light output and robustness. They are all easily adjustable and the light can be positioned exactly where it is needed. All have
6500K color balanced, high contrast light enabling you to work in comfort for longer.

www.DAYLIGHTCOMPANY.com

Jensen Global dispensing equipment, tips and syringes allow for precise and ergonomic application of a wide range of fluids. These include: adhesives, glues, epoxies, solder pastes, solder
masks, RTVs, silicones, sealants, solvents, oil lubricants, greases, inks, paints, additives, chemicals, and more. We offer many different styles and types of dispensing tips, syringes,
equipment, squeeze bottles and other accessories for a wide variety of applications. We also manufacture custom dispensing tips for any unique application you may have. If you would like a
free sample of a product please contact us. (Except State of Chihuahua)

www.JENSENGLOBAL.com

Jokari is market leader in the stripping and dismantling technology for all types of wires, cables, and conductors. We produce professional tools for mostly all application areas in which wires
must be processed easily, quickly, and safely. Our cable knives, cable and wire strippers are, with a few exceptions, TÜV- and GS-certified - we aim at a safe handling of all our products. As a
renowned specialist with more than 45 years of experience we continually develop innovative solutions for all demands and broaden our product range to adapt it to the changing market
conditions.

www.JOKARI.de

All LUXO Microscopes by UNITRON® models feature high-quality achromatic lenses with anti-reflective coatings for superior visual clarity. Optional eyepieces and accessory objective lenses
can be added to provide a wider range of magnification powers. A choice of lightsources and mounting options enable the product set-up best-suited for each individual application. Digital
imaging systems are configurable to allow capturing of images to catalog or share inspection results and observations, for archiving or communicating electronically. The end result is
increased productivity with an easy-to-use product line.

www.UNITRONUSA.com

M & A Matting's high quality and innovation are known worldwide. Our continuous development of new technologically advanced mat products assures our customers that M & A Matting
mats are unparalleled in quality and performance. Some of our notable innovations include Waterhog entrance mats, Hog Heaven anti-fatigue mats Including ESD and digitally printed Classic
Impressions Logo mats to name just a few. (Formerly Anderson Matting)

www.MAMATTING.com

The MENDA product offering includes specialty tools, such as Circuitracers®, Probes, Spudgers, ESD Vacuums, Workstation Organizers, ESD Brushes, Fume Extractors, Specialty Vinyl Sealed Products,
Identification Badge Holders and more! EasyBraid's desoldering braid is manufactured using environmentally safe chemicals and processed in our Minnesota facility. It is made of clean, oxide-free
copper and contains increased surface area (more copper) per square inch. We also offer a wide range of products that include stencil rolls, solder soakers, swabs, soldering products and fume
extraction.
Today NEXEL Industries is a major international producer of storage and handling equipment. Headquartered in Port Washington, New York, we maintain six regional distribution centers in the U.S. and Canada, totaling over one million square feet. Wherever you're
located, Nexel's nationwide distribution network ensures quick, reliable delivery. With quality products, great prices, and exceptional service, Nexel gives our customers the competitive edge they need.

PACE offers over 50 years of experience and industry leadership providing solutions and systems for Soldering, Desoldering, BGA rework, Fume Extraction, and Convection Heating. Ask to see
a DEMO of the NEW PACE ADS 200 Soldering Station. The most technological advanced soldering station on the market today. Low Purchase Cost, and Lowest Tip Prices in it's category.

Pedro Lujan
Territroy Manager - Chihuahua/Juarez
Pedro.Lujan@ProActivePSG.com
Cell/Text ~ 915-449-7383

Web Link

At Chemtronics, our mission is simple – to continue as the industry’s innovative technology leader providing our customers with the tools to achieve the highest degree of reliability and
productivity. This has made us what we are today: The innovative company known for offering products with precise formulations and optimum cleaning power, the greatest amount of
performance possible and true convenience.

www.MENDA.DESCOINDUSTRIES.com

www.NEXELWIRE.com

www.PACEWORLDWIDE.com

Complete assembly solutions all in one place ~ The world’s leading manufacturers rely on Panasonic Assembly Tools. If you’re running assembly lines where quality control and adherence to
standards are critical, put our cordless assembly solutions to work for you. Panasonic’s manufacturing solutions are used by four of the five leading smartphone makers, eight of the ten
leading auto makers, and hundreds of other companies from agriculture to aerospace.

www.US.PANASONIC.com

Formerly 3M Static Control, SCS Offers ESD Workstation Solutions, Constant Monitoring, EOS/ESD Diagnostic & Test Equipment, ESD Static Shielding, and MVB Bags, Ionization, Static Event
Detectors and ESD Event Monitoring throughout all phases of your manufacturing process.

www.STATICCONTROL.DESCOINDUSTRIES.com

SHAVIV tool sets are the most economical, flexible and fastest way to finish metal and plastic parts. SHAVIV's high quality tools include a vast range of ergonomic handles, telescopic holders,
and blades for most types of applications.

www.SHAVIVUSA.com

SIPEL Electronic SA is a privately held company founded in 1989 in Geneva, Switzerland. We develop, manufacture high technology precision hand tools for the electronics, watch making and
medical industries. Sipel is partnered with Swanstrom Tools in the USA.
Swanstrom Tools manufactures technically advanced electronic cutters and pliers, forged from high chromium, high carbon alloy steel - hardenable to 65 HRC. Precision finishing to your
requirements makes Swanstrom tools truly superior. Try our tool reconditioning service. Ask about our RECON EVAL Coupon.

www.SWANSTROMTOOLS.com
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